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About the Music- A Conductor’s Perspective
“Music is a language.”
It is an expression I’ve heard Philip Sawyers use countless times.
Philosophers and musicians have argued for centuries about whether music is a universal
language or a personal one. It seems that it can obviously be either or both, and that there is
a huge continuum of language between those musical gestures that are truly universal and
those which are almost as personal as a fingerprint. One of the things I find most compelling
about Philip’s music is the extent to which it embodies the extremes of both the universal and
the personal.
As Philip’s output grows and our understanding of his work evolves, we can begin to see that
there are musical threads which spill over from one work to the next. In this respect, he is part
of a venerable tradition. Sometimes these recurring themes and motifs have profound
personal significance, sometimes they are simply, as Philip once said to me of a particular
rhythmic motif which appears in the vast majority of his pieces at least once, “very useful.”
The theme of the trumpet solo which opens Mahler’s Fifth Symphony is first heard in that
composer’s Fourth. The theme of Schumann’s Third Symphony appears in the slow
movement of his First and is taken up again by Brahms in the first movement of his Third.
The Violin Concerto was begun in the summer of
2015 following a pleasant meal between
conductor and composer in a pub near my house
in South Wales. I suggested to Philip that, after the
success of his Cello Concerto, he really ought to
write something for his own instrument, the violin.
By the time he had completed the train journey
home that night, he’d already begun sketching the
piece, and the work was completed in October
2016.
The Violin Concerto opens with the same theme
which dominates the slow movement of his Third
Symphony (NI 6353), written in the previous year:
a rising octave in a dotted rhythm. Just as the
moods of the first movements of Mahler’s Fourth
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and Fifth symphonies could hardly be more different, here the gently brooding atmosphere of
the opening of the Violin Concerto is miles away in mood from the scream of anguish which
opens the
of the Third Symphony. The composer is using the same language to
express very different emotions. Philip says of this movement that:
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“The calm opening of the concerto belies the variety of emotions to come. The
first theme heard at the outset by both orchestra and then soloist, based firmly
on E as a tonal centre, contains many motivic cells which lead to other ideas
as the movement progresses. Although a concerto for violin, there is much
interplay between soloist and orchestra and passages where the orchestra
dominates. Towards the end of the movement the solo cadenza reflects on all
the material hitherto, before the cellos and double basses join heralding a brief
return of some of the opening material. The movement ends quietly with the
violin soaring higher and higher above the opening motif in the celli and basses
before coming to rest on a top E.”
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Although the entire movement is written in one tempo, as the movement goes along, Sawyers
creates a sense of gathering momentum (this is something Haydn did in most of his slow
movements), with Philip remarking that “this central part of the movement again features lots
of interplay between soloist and orchestra, leading to a second loud climax.”
The transition from the movement’s climax to the reprise of the opening theme is exceptionally
touching. The solo violin leads a sombre exhalation while the violins and violas play a rising
sequence of chords over a series of low C semibreves in the cellos and basses. Softly the
timpanist joins the low C pedal, now playing minims. For a moment, violins, violas and soloist
come together for a final pair of chords, then we’re left with just the ‘C’s, and for one bar, only
4
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The gently flowing crotchets which open the Concerto’s second movement, an
,
seem to hint that we are in safe and familiar territory. Philip describes the opening as
“reflective - almost melancholy.” There are immediate hints there are greater depths hidden
behind this lyrical façade. The opening G- minor chord is coloured by an E-flat, and the lyrical,
very singable oboe melody is actually serial, the nine notes of the oboe theme being
immediately completed by the first three notes of the flute theme which answers it. When the
solo violin enters, Sawyers combines the oboe and flute themes into a single, long melody in
which the completion of the twelve-tone row turns immediately into a partial palindrome.
Throughout the movement, there are serial themes of six, nine or twelve notes, each treated
with all kinds of ingenuity and deployed with great expressive effect. There is a lot going on
compositionally here, but even more going on emotionally and melodically.
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the timpani keep the musical thread going. When the reprise begins, the timpani are joined
by the double basses on their low C and the solo violin is tenderly accompanied by
woodwinds. In Philip’s words, “Calm is restored and the movement ends in a hushed
pianissimo.”
It is not at all unusual to encounter moments of wit in Philip Sawyers’ music. The finale of his
Cello Concerto (NI 6281) is quite quirky, and the third movement of his Third Symphony is
defiantly droll. However, while Philip’s music can often be funny, it’s not often simply happy,
or, as he describes the finale of the Violin Concerto, “light-hearted.” When I commented on
the playful character of this movement on receipt of the score, Philip responded that “the
violin is my instrument, and if it didn’t make me happy, it will have been a bit of waste to have
played it my whole life.” He writes of this movement that;
“The finale is all hustle and bustle with an energetic first idea that features
virtuoso playing from both soloist and orchestra. A more lyrical second idea
provides contrast and motifs from both themes become combined and
developed as the movement progresses. As in all more light-hearted concerto
finales the soloist and orchestra make a final exhilarating dash to the end.”
The Violin Concerto was premiered in Hereford Shirehall by the present performers in
February 2018.
Kenneth Woods
“Samuel Palmer and Philip Groom… continuing vision”
Samuel Palmer (1805-1881) was a visionary artist who depicted the English countryside in a
unique and mystical way. ‘The Valley of Vision’ is the name he gave to the area around his
home in Shoreham, Kent. Not only do his paintings evoke a particular response in me, but the
area is one in which I have, over many years, walked and cycled.
The music is not a programmatic representation of the paintings or landscape but a response
to the feelings they give me. There are various moments where the music seems to hark back
to the pastoral world of English composers like Vaughan Williams. It falls into five sections:
1.
, 2.
, 3.
, (The woodwind writing here has slight echoes of
Smetana’s Vltava. Perhaps this is the river Darent that runs through the valley) 4.
,
5.
NI6374
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Unlike my symphonic poem inspired by
the paintings of Kandinsky (Hommage
to Kandinsky 2013) which is on a large
scale with very large orchestral forces,
the character of Samuel Palmer’s world
seemed to need a smaller, classicalsized orchestra and approach. Perhaps
the final glow of an E major chord is a
summer sunset over this wonderful,
magical landscape.
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Both the trumpet and the timpani are instruments which immediately suggest certain wellknown musical gestures. The insistent, pounding perfect fourths in the timpani in the
concerto’s opening bars couldn’t really sound more timpan-esque, but the first entrance of
the trumpet tells us that our main protagonist’s musical language is going to be more
wide-ranging. The solo part in the tense and dramatic first movement is full of dense
chromaticism, sweeping scales and, yes, even the occasional fanfare, culminating in a very
intense cadenza in which the timpani accompanies the solo trumpet for much of the time.
6
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This concerto was the brainchild of the Malvern-based philanthropist Keith Stanley, who,
having heard Sawyers’ Cello Concerto and Second Symphony (NI 6281) asked me if Philip
would be interested in writing something for the trumpet. His only caveat was that Philip
should not write for the combination of trumpet, piano and strings as used by Shostakovich
in his Piano Concerto no. 1, a work that, in Mr Stanley’s words “cannot be bettered.” In the
end, the combination of trumpet, strings and timpani appealed to the composer. “I’ve long
been an admirer of the Poulenc Concerto for Organ, Strings and Timpani, and felt the
combination of Trumpet, Strings and Timpani to be just right.”
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The moving slow movement showcases the trumpet’s capacity for lyrical playing. The calm
opening and closing sections combine a melody full of longing which outlines a major ninth
with a more flowing section that is perhaps gently Mahlerian in character. The middle section
of the movement is stormy and impassioned, before the opening theme returns and brings
the movement to a peaceful close.
The final Allegro in 6/8 is music of quicksilver mood changes and great rhythmic vitality. The
composer calls it “an energetic and bustling movement with lots of interplay between soloists
and strings.” As the work rushes to its exuberant close the trumpet makes a chromatic dash
to a thrilling top D before the concerto storms home, ending on a firm unison G.
The piece was written for Simon Desbruslais, who gave a preview performance of the piece
with the Surrey Mozart Players in December 2016, followed by the work’s professional
premiere with the English String Orchestra in October 2017. Composer and soloist worked
together closely, with Philip commenting that “hearing Simon play and meeting him to
discuss the commission was invaluable.”
Kenneth Woods

“For Simon Desbruslais in response to the sad death of John McCabe”
This haunting and substantial work was commissioned by Simon Desbruslais as a piece for
trumpet and piano following the death of John McCabe in 2015.
It was through McCabe’s music that Simon and I first met when we recorded his marvellous
trumpet concerto,
with the Orchestra of the Swan in 2012. John was a wise and
inspirational presence throughout those memorable sessions, and we resolved to keep in
touch. When I first became involved with the ESO in 2013-4, I immediately asked John if he
would consider taking up the position of ‘Composer-in-Association’ with us. The ESO had
previously had proud and productive associations with the likes of Sir Michael Tippett and
Nicholas Maw, but in recent years, had done very little new music. Although we had nothing
to offer John but our enthusiasm for his music, he happily took up the post and brought to
the ESO in those early months of my tenure a wealth of energy and inspiration. Very sadly, it
was at just this time that John was stricken by a brain tumour, and his illness would ultimately
mean that our affiliation was to be all too short. His death in February 2015 was a blow to
everyone who loves British music, and to the ESO in particular. It was at this time that I asked
NI6374
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Philip Sawyers if he would succeed John in what would now be the position of ‘John McCabe
Composer-in-Association’. So it was that through this very tragic turn of events, a beautiful
and prolific partnership between the orchestra and Philip Sawyers began.
The Elegiac Rhapsody was completed in 2016 and arranged for trumpet and string orchestra
in 2017 at my suggestion when this recording project was coming up. The bleak B minor
crotchets which open the piece are close in mood to the opening of the slow movement of
the Violin Concerto, and for much of the work, the trumpet writing is very vocal. The pensive
(but never morbid) mood is interrupted twice with faster, more dramatic interludes, and after
the second of these, the work dies away rather quickly.
The recordings of these four works were made possible because they were tied to
performances given by the ESO as part of our residency programme ‘An Orchestra for Elgar
Country’ supported by Arts Council England and the Bransford Trust. Their support has made
it possible for us to present a very ambitious programme of new work to our audiences this
year in Hereford, Malvern and Worcester. New work ought not to be confined to London. In
the course of these concerts, we have also been able to combine work on these new pieces
with brass workshops across Worcestershire presented by Simon Desbruslais, a
performance by the ESO Youth Orchestra and one by the excellent youth choir in residence
at Hereford Sixth Form College, the Academia Musica Choir. This has meant that even as
these works reach you, the record-buying public, for the first time, they will have already had
an impact on young musicians and listeners across our region.

A workshop

Kenneth Woods

Track

Supported in part by Arts Council England, and The Bransford Trust
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A workshop with Simon Desbruslais before the premiere of the Sawyers Trumpet Concerto in Worcester

Tracks1-4 recorded 24 February 2018 in Hereford Shirehall
Engineered, produced and edited by Simon Fox-Gál
Tracks 5-8 recorded 14 October 2017 in the Church of St. George’s, Worcester
Engineered, produced and edited by Adam Binks
Mastered by Simon Fox-Gál

enneth Woods

Orchestral management, Andrew Farquharson and Matthew Peters
Assistant Conductor, Michael Karcher-Young
Cover Art:
by Philip Groom,
photographed by Ashwood Photography London
c & © 2018 Wyastone Estate Ltd.
Issued under exclusive license from the copyright holder
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Ashwood Photography, London

’ works have been performed and
broadcast in many countries worldwide including USA,
Canada, Spain, Austria, Czech Republic, France and the
UK. Music-web International described the Nimbus
Alliance CD of Sawyers’ orchestral work as “music of
instant appeal and enduring quality”. Robert MatthewWalker writing in Classical Source described the
premiere of the second symphony by the London Mozart
Players as a “deeply impressive work, serious in tone
throughout, and genuinely symphonic … one of the
finest new symphonies by a British composer I have
heard in years...”
Philip Sawyers began composing as a teenager, shortly
after picking up the violin for the first time at the age of
13. However, it has only been since 2001 that his talent
has begun to be recognised with major commissions
and performances by orchestras in the USA and
frequent performances in Europe. His work has been
performed by the London Mozart Players, English
Symphony Orchestra, Orchestra of the Swan, Orquesta
Sinfonica del Principado de Asturias, Fort Worth, Albany
NY, Grand Rapids, Tucson, Tulsa, Omaha, Modesto,
Pasadena and San Antonio Symphony Orchestras. A
second disc of orchestral work on the Nimbus Alliance
label featuring the Concertante for violin, piano and strings, the cello concerto and second
symphony recorded by the Orchestra of the Swan were released to great critical acclaim in
2014. Since becoming the ‘John McCabe Composer-in-Association’ with the English
Symphony Orchestra the recording of his third symphony, commissioned as part of the
ESO’s 21st Century Symphony Project, was one of Gramophone Magazine’s Critic’s Choice
CDs of 2017. Other commissions and recordings during his tenure include a Concerto for
Trumpet, Strings and Timpani, an
for Trumpet and Strings, a song
cycle,
, to mark the centenary of WW1, a Violin Concerto, a tone
poem entitled
, and a fourth symphony.
10
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Chamber music has also formed an important part of his output. An Octet was
commissioned by the mixed ensemble Liquid Architecture for the Chelsea Schubert Festival
in 2007 and the Steinberg Duo commissioned a second violin and piano sonata in 2011. A
disc featuring both the violin sonatas was recorded by the Steinberg Duo at the Banff Centre
in Canada in January 2012 for the Nimbus Alliance label where they gave both works their
Canadian premiere. “Four Shropshire Songs” for mezzo-soprano, clarinet and string quartet
were premiered at the 2006 Guildford Festival and the Quintet for Clarinet and String Quartet
(1969) was performed during the same festival in 2005 as well as performances as far afield
as Grove Park in London and Clun in Shropshire. As well as writing for solo voice, the
Maidstone Singers commissioned “Three Shakespeare Songs” for a capella choir which
was premiered in London at the Brandenburg Choral Festival in 2017.
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Philip Sawyers

Born in London in 1951, Philip Sawyers studied at Dartington College of Arts in Devon, violin
with Colin Sauer, and composition with Helen Glatz (a pupil of Vaughan Williams and Bartok).
Whilst at the Guildhall School of Music in London, he studied violin with Joan Spencer and
Max Rostal, and received compositional guidance from Buxton Orr, Patric Stanford and
Edmund Rubbra.

Violinist
was born in Moscow
into a family with a well-established musical tradition.
His concerto debut came at the age of eight, and in the
same year he moved to the UK to study at the Menuhin
School. Lord Menuhin was his inspiration throughout his
formative years and they performed together on several
occasions.
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Highlights of his solo career include performances with
the Yomiuri Nippon Symphony Orchestra, London
Philharmonic Orchestra, Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,
Tonkünstler Orchestra, Camerata Salzburg, Munich
Chamber Orchestra, Konzerthaus Orchester Berlin,
Norwegian Chamber Orchestra, Royal Northern Sinfonia,
BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra, Lithuanian National
Symphony Orchestra, Netherlands Philharmonic
NI6374
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Orchestra, Philharmonia Orchestra, Tokyo Symphony Orchestra, Welsh National Opera
Orchestra and Orquesta Filarmónica de Bolivia.
His critically acclaimed CPO recording of Andrzej Panufnik's Violin Concerto with the
Konzerthaus Orchester Berlin commemorating the composer's 100th birthday won the 2015
ICMA Award. He won 1st prize at the Trio di Trieste Duo Competition alongside pianist Wu
Qian. An alumnus of the prestigious ‘Chamber Music Society Two’ programme at Lincoln
Center, he received the 2016 Lincoln Center Emerging Artist Award.
He is a founding member of the Sitkovetsky Piano Trio, with whom he has won various
prizes including the Mecklenburg-Vorpommern Kammermusik Prize. Alexander has also
been playing in a String Quartet project with Julia Fischer since 2012 and his chamber music
partners include Janine Jansen, Maxim Rysanov, Mischa Maisky, Natalie Clein, Eric Le Sage,
Polina Leschenko, Julian Rachlin, among others.

Rob Lonsdale

is a British trumpet soloist,
whose performances have been critically
acclaimed
as
‘steel-lipped’,
‘musically
compelling’
and
possessing
‘supreme
confidence and flair’. Equally active in baroque
and contemporary music, Simon has recorded
two major concerto compilations including
Psalm:
Contemporary
British
Trumpet
Concertos, an album of trumpet works written
for him by John McCabe, Robert Saxton and
Deborah Pritchard, and most recently The Art of
Dancing which includes new double concertos
for trumpet, piano and string orchestra by Toby
Young, Geoffrey Gordon and Nimrod Borenstein.
Radio and Television broadcasts form an
integral output to Simon’s work and over the
last decade he has performed live on BBC 1
Television, BBC Radio 3 & 4 and German Radio
SWR2 to millions of viewers and listeners
12
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worldwide. He has appeared as concerto soloist on the natural trumpet at Wigmore Hall,
and with Royal Northern Sinfonia, English Symphony Orchestra, BBC National Orchestra of
Wales, Orchestra of the Swan, Charivari Agréable, Brook Street Band and Ensemble Diderot.
Simon was educated at King’s College London, the Royal College of Music and Christ
Church, Oxford. Alongside his commercial recordings, he has recently published his first
book, ‘The Music and Music Theory of Paul Hindemith’ (Boydell & Brewer, 2018). Simon
acknowledges the generous support of Arts Council England, Ralph Vaughan Williams Trust,
Britten Pears Foundation and Help Musicians UK.
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Hailed by Gramophone as a “symphonic conductor of stature,” conductor, cellist,
composer and author
has worked with the National Symphony Orchestra
(USA), Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, BBC National
Orchestra of Wales, Budapest Festival Orchestra, Royal Northern Sinfonia and English
Chamber Orchestra. He has also appeared on the stages of some of the world’s leading
music festivals, including Aspen, Scotia and
Lucerne. In 2013, he took up the position of
Artistic Director and Principal Conductor of the
English Symphony Orchestra. In 2015 he
became the second Artistic Director of the
Colorado MahlerFest, the only American
organization other than the New York
Philharmonic to receive the Gold Medal of the
International Gustav Mahler Society. In 2018, he
also became Artistic Director of the Elgar
Festival, an annual celebration of the legacy of
Britain’s greatest composer in the city of his birth.
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Woods was appointed Principal Guest
Conductor of the Orchestra of the Swan in 2010
and during his tenure lifted that orchestra to a
new level of international renown. With them, he
recorded the first complete cycle of the
symphonies of Hans Gál paired with those of
Robert Schumann, among the most widely
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praised classical recording projects in recent years, highlighted in National Public Radio’s
All Things Considered, Performance Today, BBC Radio 3, the Sunday New York Times, the
Sunday Telegraph, Washington Post and was an Editor’s Choice in Gramophone. Among
his other recordings are Schoenberg’s chamber ensemble versions of Das Lied von der
Erde and Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen (for Somm) by Gustav Mahler, which won the
coveted IRR Outstanding rosette from International Record Review, and John Joubert’s
opera Jane Eyre, 2017 MusicWeb Opera Recording of the Year. Other recordings with the
English Symphony Orchestra and English String Orchestra include the Elgar Piano Quintet
as orchestrated by Donald Fraser, and the complete piano concertos of Ernst Krenek, a
Sunday Times “Best of 2016” and Forbes “Top Ten CD’s of 2017”.
A widely read writer and frequent broadcaster, Woods’ blog, A View from the Podium, is one
of the 25 most popular classical blogs in the world. He has spoken on Mahler on NPR’s All
Things Considered and BBC Radio 4’s Today Programme and is a frequent commentator
on BBC Radio 3.

Renowned as the “International Orchestra of Elgar
Country”, the Worcestershire- based ESO (performing as
both the English Symphony Orchestra and English String
Orchestra) is an ensemble which has become synonymous
with artistic excellence, innovative and visionary
programming, distinctive commissioning, ground-breaking recording, a welcoming and
immersive concert experience, transformative youth programmes and service to the
community. Since 2013, the orchestra has re-emerged as a major force in British musical
life, presenting and recording the orchestra’s first full-length opera (the world premiere of
John Joubert’s Jane Eyre) to overwhelming critical acclaim, presenting the 2015 Classical
Music Magazine “Premiere of the Year,” and releasing a triumphant series of recordings
including Donald Fraser’s orchestration of the Elgar Piano Quintet (Classic FM Disc of the
Week) and the Complete Piano Concertos of Ernst Krenek (Sunday Times Essential New
Release).
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Founded by conductor William Boughton in 1978, the ESO have a long and distinguished
history of collaboration with legendary figures of British music making. Vernon “Tod”
Handley became the orchestra’s second Principal Conductor in 2007, and led the orchestra
14
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until his death. Over the years, the ESO has worked with a distinguished list of
instrumentalists, composers and conductors, including Nigel Kennedy, Stephen Isserlis,
Daniel Hope, Michael Tippett, Nicholas Maw and Yehudi Menuhin, who was appointed the
ESO’s Principal Guest Conductor in 1991, and led the orchestra on a number of
international tours. British music has always been a central part of the orchestra’s mission.
Appropriately for an orchestra based in Elgar’s home town, the ESO has made many
acclaimed recordings of that composer’s music, and that of major 20th century British
composers including Vaughan Williams, Britten, Butterworth and Bridge. The ESO
discography also highlights a commitment to the music of our time; in addition to the
notable recordings which grew out of the orchestra’s affiliation with Sir Michael Tippett, are
recordings of music by John Metcalfe, John Joubert, and Michael and Lennox Berkeley.
John McCabe served as the orchestra’s Composer-in-Association from 2013 until his death
in 2015. Following McCabe’s death in 2015, the ESO appointed Philip Sawyers as “John
McCabe Composer-in- Association.” Other recent recording projects include a disc of
newly-commissioned works for trumpet, piano and strings with Simon Desbruslais and
Clare Hammond for Signum, the Hans Gál Concertino for Cello and Orchestra with Matthew
Sharp, new violin concerti by David Matthews, Paul Patterson, Rob Fokkens and Emily
Doolittle with Harriet Mackenzie, and the Third Symphony of Philip Sawyers.
From its beginnings as the English String Orchestra, the ESO soon earned an international
reputation for performances of English music, made over fifty recordings and began touring
regularly in Europe. Over time, the orchestra’s repertoire expanded to include the full
breadth of orchestral music, and the ESO grew to become the English Symphony Orchestra.
Ever since then, “ESO” has served as an acronym with a dual meaning.

Artist
was born and works in London. He studied art in Liverpool but a more
significant experience came later when he attended drawing classes with Cecil Collins. For
Philip visual art is a dialogue between the internal world of the imagination and the external
world of perceived reality. In most of his painting it is the inner voice in the dialogue that is
the more meaningful. Philip now works as an artist and psychotherapist.
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